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Norse mythology â€” created by the ancient people of Norway, Sweden, Iceland, and Denmark â€” is

filled with intriguing tales of handsome gods and lovely goddesses, of giants and dwarfs, and of the

mountainous, sea-swept lands in which they live.This exciting coloring book introduces colorists of

all ages to the ancient legends and exploits of a host of Nordic deities. Fourteen large illustrations,

with text on facing pages, describe the feats of Odin, the Father of the gods; Aegir, the much-feared

master of the seas; Thor and his mighty hammer; the mischievous Loki; and other mythical figures.
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The pictures are crisp and clean and depict both Gods and Goddesses. My daughter and I have

had numerous discussions about the myths after coloring some of the pictures. Even though some

of the Norse myths are violent, the pictures are very child-friendly and not especially scary. There

are giant wolves and sea dragons but they are a part of Norse mythology and, thus, to be expected.

Both my daughter and I enjoy coloring in this book!

this is great, it has each god, goddess and their stories, and a little more side information, I had no

idea and I love it, the pages are great for color, or you maybe will just love to read the god and

goddess info, its very cool, thank you



Full page pictures with the information written on the opposite side. If your child is learning about the

Norse gods and goddesses then this is an invaluable teaching aid/extra.The author/artist has left it

up to the child's imagination as to how to color the pictures so this may not work for everyone as

some children may get frustrated not having a "model" to copy.

If you're into norse myths and don't mind less detailed drawings than in many Dover books you'll

like this- if you don't like Viking related stuff and want really detailed drawings (because you're

grown) or you'd like quality paper- you won't like this book. It's that simple; and I say this as

someone who enjoys most of the Dover line of coloring books.

We love to celebrate our Viking heritage and I was thrilled to see this coloring book available for my

young daughter. She loves the book, citing as much joy in it from the lessons learned as from

having an opportunity to color the pictures of her favorite Norse Gods and Goddesses.

This is a Dover coloring book mixed with text. So there is not as may coloring pages in this book.

The art style in this book is a little off to me, but there was one page in particular that I really wanted

to color.But the images are beautiful still, but just not my favorite by Dover.

This is wonderful. My son loves the Norse mythology and this is a great hit with him. All the

drawings make for great coloring. The information is just enough to make him ask for more!

Very nice coloring/story book about the Norse Gods and Goddesses. A perfect way to teach your

children about the Gods while coloring them to their imagination. I bought a few of these as gifts for

my Kindred, The kids loved them. I also bought two one for myself and other for my daughter. We

had a great time reading the stories together than coloring. Some of the pictures are small so its

best to use with color pencils vs crayons.
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